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I first met Professor Yau in 1982 but I will be-

gin a couple of years before, in 1980 when I began

as a new graduate student in Oxford, working with

Nigel Hitchin. One of the books that Nigel gave me

was the volume of the French journal Astérisque [1]

giving an exposition of the Calabi conjecture and

Yau’s proof, which had come out a few years be-

fore. Standing back, it is hard to overstate the influ-

ence of Yau’s result on the development of differen-

tial geometry over the past 40 years. It was the mile-

stone marking the wholesale invasion of the subject

by nonlinear partial differential equations, changing

the axis of research in differential geometry. Thus,

nowadays almost every young differential geometer

acquires some degree of proficiency in nonlinear PDE,

quite different from the 1970s. I can write here from

the viewpoint of someone who was just entering the

subject in this transformational period. The mate-

rial in the Astérisque volume—with the heavy calcu-

lations required for the a priori estimates—was quite

different from any kind of mathematics I had seen

before (which emphasised algebraic topology, func-

tional analysis and abstract machinery generally). At

the same time the result proved by Yau which, as just

one example, gives metrics of zero Ricci curvature on

K3 surfaces, had a huge impact on Oxford mathemat-

ics at that time in both the “Atiyah” and “Penrose”

schools. The like can be said for the Schoen-Yau proof

of the Positive Mass theorem, from the same era.

It was thus amemorable day formewhen I was in-

troduced to Yau by Nigel Hitchin at the 1982 British

Mathematical Colloquium. This was the year before

the International Congress in Warsaw where Yau re-

ceived the Fields Medal. We met on a number of occa-

sions in that period: one memory that I treasure is of

a lunch with S. S. Chern and Yau in San Francisco Chi-

natown. Then, in the academic year 1983–1984, Yau

was my mentor in the Institute for Advanced Study

in Princeton, where I learnt hugely from the semi-

nar that he ran with Schoen. Over the years since I

have enjoyed many interactions with Yau, one high-

light being the great privilege of sharing the 1994

Crafoord prize with him. These interactions enable

me to appreciate his vast contribution to all aspects

of our subject. I will mention just two of these wider

contributions. First, the Journal of Differential Geom-

etry, which was transformed by Yau into the jour-

nal of record for many important developments—for

example many of the major papers on 4-manifold

topology in the 1980s and 1990s appeared there.

Second, Yau’s survey articles, with there seminal in-

sights, problem lists and conjectures. In particular
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another book which formed a key part of my educa-

tion as a graduate student and postdoc was the An-

nals of Math. Studies volume [2] arising from the 1982

seminar in Differential Geometry at the IAS, conclud-

ing with Yau’s extraordinary problem list, covering

the whole realm of differential geometry. Somewhat

later, from around 1990, Yau’s conjecture on the link

between stability of algebraic varieties and Kähler-

Einstein metrics provided the direction for much of

my own research. At the same time, Yau’s research

results has continued to drive the frontiers of the sub-

ject in a multitude of different directions: one thinks

(for one example) of the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow pic-

ture of Mirror Symmetry which has inspired a huge

amount of work and will continue to do so for many

decades to come. Finally, beyond mathematics, it is a

pleasure for me to remember the great kindness and

support that Yau has given to me over all these years.

Happy 70th Birthday, Professor Yau, and long

may you continue to inspire us!
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